Credo Variations
Cre-re, Cre-mi, Cre-fa, Cre-so, Cre-la, Cre-ti, Cre-do
an Eightfold Way of Knowing

Credo

Cre-do
I do believe -- in believing...

Cre-re
in reality, in the causes and things of the world

Cre-mi
in me, and especially mine

Cre-fa
in the far away fastnesses and greener fields

Cre-so
in being just so, neither just so-so nor otherwise

Cre-la
in self-reinvention -- me Voila -- whether la-di-da, laughable or lasting

Cre-ti
in thee -- and tea (stands still the clock at 10 to 3?)

Cre-do
in not ceasing from exploring my belief -- rediscovering where I started, to know it for the first time

*****
Melody, Harmony, Polyphony?

Is it what one believes that matters, or whether others care?
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